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Random lifes
(comedy long serie)
Ann is using the random video chat “Chatroulette” to make a survey for her graduation work.

Ann is studying on psychiatric faculty of the University.
She’s preparing her graduation work on cultural distinctions of different nationalities. She’s taping
it on her computer.
For this job she needs to do a wide survey. Ann has an idea to use “Chatroulette” for this. The
principal of this online chat website is to pair users across the world randomly.
On each episode, Ann is connected to a new person. She’s introducing herself and explain the
purpose of her interview. Through a few questions Ann discovers the universe and motivations of
the person she’s speaking to. What is happiness for you? What is the biggest error of your life? In
some episodes she’s asking the same question to many persons. Would you give your own life to
save 200 persons? Or to save the world, but nobody will know about your sacrifice?
Ann is coming across a multitude of persons, black, white, fat, young, old, covered with tattoo and
exhibiting itself… Some of them are not at home computer but on smartphone in the train, on
work, in toilet.
One day Ann decides to launch a hotline web service for suicide and depressive people.
The “screen life” is unfolding inside of “Chatroulette” style “app” as well as in Google, Facebook,
and Skype.
This is a comic and black comic long series of 20+ episodes. Each episode is 7-10 minutes long.
Some of them are rising issues of society as obesity or gambling addiction.
Here is one of them.
Ann is “spining the roulette” and is connecting to a young man. The man is crafting a strange
machine in front of his laptop.
Ann is asking where he’s from, what’s the weather like there and finally what he’s doing.
It turns out that the guy is preparing a bomb.
Ann panics. The guy is telling her that he’s fed up of this world. Ann begs not to do that, she’s
telling that the world is beautiful. When the guy goes out for a screwdriver Ann is noting that on
the surface of machine there is a serial number. Trembling she’s trying to find it in Google but at
this moment a little boy is coming. It’s a sun of the man. He’s sitting on the table with laptop and
start taping on the bomb with his toy hummer. Ann begging him to stop. the guy is back at the
same moment when Ann is discovering that the serial number was a number of a vintage radio
receiver. The guy is an old gears repairer.
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